Abstract

Although multiple dispatch is recognized to be a very useful tool to properly solve difficult programming problems such as those resulting from binary methods, the majority of existing object-oriented programming languages still don’t support it. The few ones that provide such a mechanism do so in ways that either lie outside object-oriented modular construct (class), or possess some other limitations. In this short paper a new object-oriented language mechanism for multiple dispatch is presented (using Java as the base language) that is completely integrated within existing OO language constructs, and provides a simple, expressive, and generic programming dispatch tool.
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1. Introduction

One of the distinctive characteristics of object-oriented programming languages is the existence of a (single) dynamic dispatch mechanism: the method to be executed depends on the runtime type of the object and not on the type of entity (variable, attribute, method argument) through which it’s being used. This language construct is built using the inheritance mechanism and provides support for subtype polymorphism. This mechanism allows the construction of more modular and abstract programs, in which the usage of a type (in any of the language’s typed entities) can be abstracted away from the concrete types of the objects being executed.

However, it is well known that this mechanism fails when the need arises to support the runtime selection of multiple types, as happens, for example, when binary methods are involved [2]. Its expressivity is also limited by the restriction that the method dynamic selection is hardwired with the object type used, so it is not easy to dynamically select a method that is not defined in the object’s type that was used in the dynamic dispatch.

It is interesting to note that, in statically typed languages, single dynamic dispatch mechanisms are implemented with an implicit type safe covariant type change mechanism (subtyping), and that explicit covariant type change can only be safely implemented on non-mutable entity types (e.g. method result type). In mutable type entities, such as attributes or method arguments, a covariant type change is generally unsafe.

In an attempt to properly support multiple dispatch, multimethod languages were developed [4, 8] (other related approaches can also be found [1, 5]). In this approach, languages allow the definition of global methods (outside object classes) which are selected for execution depending on the runtime type of the objects passed as arguments. However, it can be argued that this mechanism goes against object-oriented modular architecture precisely because methods are defined externally to objects. It has also been acknowledged that this approach raises encapsulation and modularity problems [3, page 102]. In Tuple [7] some of these problems were solved, but at the cost of defining a new type construct (tuple classes), which becomes the destiny of dispatch messages (method invocation), replacing objects in that role (and losing some important features such as attributes and inheritance).

In this short paper a new object-oriented language mechanism for multiple dispatch is presented. To help the presentation, we will use a Java language extension (named MD-Java1) and the problem of the collision of 2D figures (rectangles, circles, etc.) will be used as an example.

2. The Proposal

We need to conciliate two apparently conflicting mechanisms: the necessity for dynamic dispatch on a tuple of object types, and to find a target object where such methods are to be defined and executed (hence ensuring objects are the main modular language structure). Since making one of the objects of the tuple the target of such selection in not a good solution, we had the idea of generalizing the object creation mechanism for that goal. Usually, if creation patterns [6] (such as factory methods) are not used, there is only one place in object-oriented programs in which the type of an object is known: when it is created. In our proposal that restriction is eliminated.

2.1 Dynamic Creation Classes

Since a language dispatch mechanism is required, dynamically created classes should be syntactically different from standard classes. In our approach, a language construct similar to methods argument definition was used.

---

1 Multiple Dispatch Java
Listing 1. Figure classes

```java
public class Figure {...}
public class Rectangle extends Figure {...}
public class Circle extends Figure {...}
```

Listing 1 shows some classic figure classes (deprived of their interface). A class abstracting the interaction of two figures (with a minimal interface) is presented in listing 2 and classes implementing the interaction some concrete figures are presented in listing 3.

Listing 2. Two figure multiple dispatch class

```java
public abstract class TwoFigure(Figure f1, Figure f2) {
    public boolean collide() {
        boolean result = (distance() <= 0);
        return result;
    }
}
```

Listing 3. Example of concrete dispatch classes

```java
public class TwoCircle(Circle c1, Circle c2)
    extends TwoFigure {
    public double distance() {
        return Math.sqrt((c1.x()-c2.x())*(c1.x()-c2.x()) +
            (c1.y()-c2.y())*(c1.y()-c2.y())) -
            c1.radius() - c2.radius();
    }
}
```

Syntactically the only difference between dynamic creation classes and normal classes is the existence of class arguments. The inheritance relation of such classes retains normal inheritance semantics, enhanced by the requirement of conformance2 between the class arguments (Circle is a subtype of Figure). Within the class, the formal class arguments (f1 and f2 in class TwoFigure) are semantically similar to the object auto-reference this (in particular, its value is immutable in all the objects lifetime).

2.2 Dynamic Creation Instruction

Listing 4 exemplifies the use of the new creation instruction (line 10).

Listing 4. Multiple dispatch example

```java
// import all dispatch classes in interaction package;
import dispatch interaction.*;

public class Test {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        Figure f1 = new Circle(10,10,5);
        Figure f2 = new Rectangle(10,12,20,15);
        ...
        // Multiple dispatch on all TwoFigure descendants
        TwoFigure tf1 = new (f1,f2).TwoFigure();
        // A CircleRectangle object was created!
        System.out.println("distance of tf1.");
    }
}
```

A logical consequence of this mechanism is the necessity to impose some extra semantic rules to the language (so that the compiler can fulfill its job). The first one is the obligation that all multiple dispatch class combinations of existing non-abstract (instantiable) classes (Circle, Rectangle, etc.) should match a conforming non-abstract multiple dispatch class (or else, a new kind of type hole would arise). Another convenient rule is the irrelevance on the order of object arguments in the dynamic creation instruction (in the example, a CircleRectangle object would be also created with instruction “new (f2,f1).TwoFigure()”). This creation dispatch instruction will instantiate the closest combination of the dispatched objects types involved.

With the exception of the moment of creation, multiple dispatch objects are absolutely similar to normal objects, and all other object oriented constructs (definition of attributes, generic types, classic OOP polymorphism, etc.) can be used. It should also be noted that this approach to multiple dispatch does not compromise encapsulation nor modularity.

3. Final Remarks

Some details on the semantics of the proposed language mechanism were not presented due to the limitation in the paper size (in particular, nothing was mentioned regarding the single inheritance limitation of Java). Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the author stands for the type safety of the mechanism proposed, and is actively working on a prototype compiler for this mechanism.

Finally, an interesting positive side-effect of this mechanism is that it not only provides a simple language solution to visit and creation design patterns [6], but it also promotes a new programming tool based on external object dispatching (definition of classes that dispatch on external, possibly unrelated, object types), generalizing the object-oriented dispatch mechanism.
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